Association constants and distribution functions for ion pairs in binary solvent mixtures: application to a cyanine dye system.
The computations of the association constants K(ass) were performed at the microscopic level for the ion pair Cy(+)I(-) composed of the complex cyanine dye cation Cy(+) coupled to the negative iodine counterion. The wide array of K(ass) values is arranged by a variation of the composition of the binary solvent mixtures toluene/dimethylsulfoxide with the accompanying change of the solvent polarity. The potentials of mean force (PMFs) are calculated for a set of interionic separations R in the Cy(+)I(-) by a methodology which combines the quantum-chemical techniques for the treatment of the electronic structure of the Cy(+)I(-) system with the recent dielectric continuum approach which accounts for the solvation effects. For a given solute/solvent system the probability function P(R), which describes the distribution of interionic separations, is constructed in terms of the PMFs and implemented for the evaluation of the K(ass).